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The CAGE III Mission

- Integrate history and institutions into UK public policy making.

- Address the missing elements of  the ‘what works’ approach: 
analytical frames, social norms, historical legacies, implicit 
incentives & culture.

- Build an “Evidence-Based Policy 2.0”. 
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Making ‘What Works’ Work

- The media is full of implicit incentives.  Regulating speech is messy: we 
need to shape incentives and information.

- ”Treatment styles” in mental health. Admin data can give us a layer 
information that complements more specific studies in other disciplines.

- History of productivity. Build firm-level panels over decades. Dissect history 
of trade, regulatory and social/cultural shocks.
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Our Impact Strategy

- Our impact strategy is built on a mix of ‘passive’ and ‘active’ approaches.

- The key parts of the passive approach are dissemination (briefing papers, 
blog posts, events) and network building.

- The active approach involves dedicated campaigns both long-run and 
short-run. During our transition phase we have had some successful 
campaigns…
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Build analytics + RCT capability in local govt.

Policies focused on information + community awareness. 

Energy Policy
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OUTREACH – “Supply side” EDI


